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“When We Lose, We Win,” COL John E. Strever, Jr. (M-A 70).


“Winning the Final Battle,” MAJ Charles F. Hyder (J-F 80, pp. 11-13).


“XML: A Vehicle to Update Army Doctrine,” MAJ Ricky A. Kinney (M-J 06, pp. 6-8).

**MISSION COMMAND**


**NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, AND CHEMICAL**


“Facing a Chemical Threat,” CPT James E. Smith (M-J 91, pp. 21-27).
OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM

“Company Coalitions: Multinational Partnerships at the Lowest Level,” CPT Jake Miraldi (J-S 15, pp. 18-21).
“Dispatches from a Combat Advisor,” CPT Chris Lapinsky (N-D 12, pp. 11-13).
“Facilitating Success: Effectively Partnering with the Afghan Uniformed Police,” 1LT Conor Kinkead (S-O 12, pp. 11-13).
“ITAS in OEF: Code Name ‘Finger of God’,” CPT Josh Harrison (July 09, pp. 18-21).
“The Purple Team: Aerial Counter-IED, Insurgent Interdiction,” CPT Mat Kilgore and CPT Sean Stapler (M-J 13, pp. 11-13).
“SFATs in Southern Kandahar Province,” CPT Thomas Angstadt (J-A 13, pp. 11-14).
“Special Intelligence Targeting in Kandahar City, 2011-2012,” CPT James McCabe (J-S 15, pp. 28-31).

OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM

“AGI in Southern Iraq,” CPT William Harryman, CPT Mark Hayes and MAJ Rey Soliz (M-J 09, pp. 11-13).
“Battle of Fallujah,” CPT Daniel Kilgore (M-J 09, pp. 27-32).
“Creating Something from Nothing: A Dedicated Civil-Military Platoon at the Battalion Level,” CPT Sean P. Walsh (A-D 09, pp. 6-8).

“Manning, Training, Equipping a Company Battle Staff,” COL Harry D. Tunnell IV, LTC Burton Shields, MAJ Gerd Schroeder and CPT Christopher Molino (J-F 09, pp. 8-12).


“The Seven Deadly Sins of PSYOP,” MAJ Patrick McCarthy, Jr. (July 09, pp. 16-17).


“Thinking Beyond the First Mile: A Look at Interpreters on Combat Logistics Patrols,” ILT David E. Leiva and SGT J. Saad (M-J 09, pp. 7-10).

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

“The 1st Cavalry Division,” MAJ Michael L. Lanning and LT Anthony W. Warren (M-A 80, pp 18-22).

“5th Infantry Division (Mechanized),” LTC Charles L. Wascom (M-J 79, pp. 14-19).

“The 9th Infantry Division,” 9th Infantry Division Staff (J-F 80, pp. 19-22).


“The 82nd Airborne Division,” (M-A 79, pp. 15-21).


“Adverse Eliminations,” MAJ McKenna S. Mahoney, USA (J-F 76, pp. 15-17).

“AIDE-De Camp,” CPT David Kiernan, and MAJ Phillip L. Blake (M-A 73).


“Arctic Airborne Mortars,” SSG John E. Foley (S-O 82, pp. 15-16).


“The Battle Company Executive Officer,” LTC Wolf D. Kutter (M-A 82, pp. 30-33).


“The Battalion PA,” LTC Cole C. Kingseed (N-D 91, pp. 6-8).


“The Battalion XO: Leader, Coordinator, Trainer, Logician,” COL Cole C. Kingseed (S-O 93, pp. 16-19).

“The Best Bad Job,” MAJ D. M. Harris, USA (J-A 74, pp. 56-57).

“Best Job in the Army,” LTC Terry C. Scott (S-O 73).


“A Bilateral Staff,” MAJ Walter E. Mather (J-F 82, pp. 11-12).

“BIOCC Evaluation,” Angelo Chieffo (S-O 77, pp. 24-25).

“Bradley Platoon Organization,” CPT Chester A. Kojro (M-A 87, pp. 16-18). (See correction in letter, M-J 87, pp. 4-5.)


“The Brigade DCO: A Critical Position Within the Command Structure,” COL Keith A. McKinley (J-S 15, pp. 5-8).

“Brigade First Sergeant,” SFC Paul H. Johnson (N-D 86, pp. 20-23).


“Bring Back the Corporal,” CPT Adolf Carlson, USA (M-J 74, pp. 9-10).


“CDID Ensures Soldiers Retain Dominance on Future Battlefields,” Don Sando (J-A 08, p. 3).


“Cohesion,” LTC Clark C. Brown (J-A 82, pp. 10-12).

“COHORT Reenlistment,” LTC Cole C. Kingseed (M-A 90, pp. 16-17).


“Command and Staff College Selection Board,” COL Cole C. Kingseed (J-F 96, pp. 16-18).


“A Company Tactical SOP,” CPT Thomas J. Goss, SWAP SHOP (M-J 95, p. 46).


“The Computers Are Coming,” COL Fletcher K. Ware (M-J 79, pp. 31-34).


“CPX Planning for a Battalion Staff,” CPT Anthony R. Garrett (S-O 88, pp. 30-31).

“Creating Something from Nothing: A Dedicated Civil-Military Platoon at the Battalion Level,” CPT Sean P. Walsh (A-D 09, pp. 6-8).

“Cross-Attachment Coordination,” CPT Josef R. Hallatschek, SWAP SHOP (S-O 91, p. 22).


“Discipline or Death,” CPT Charles D. Bussey (M-J 65).


“EDRE Flow Chart,” MAJ Gregory C. Camp (J-A 80, pp. 35-37).

‘Effective Command,” LTC Richard T. Cann (N-D 65).

“EER Time,” CPT Harold L. Johnson, USA (M-J 76, p. 15).


“Eight Steps to Creating Quality Presentation Slides,” SFC Mark D. Kauder (J-A 95, pp. 18-19).


“Establishing and Using the Brigade Reconnaissance Troop,” CPT Ross F. Lightsey (J-A 00, pp. 10-14).


“Evaluation Reports: Whom Do We Really Reward?” MAJ Jose M. Marrero (J-F 93, pp. 8-9).

“Evaluation Tools,” LT Preston A. Spears, USA (S-O 77, pp. 21-23).


“Forced Entry and the Contingency Force,” MG Carl F. Ernst (J-A 90, pp. 1-2).


“Functions and Capabilities,” CPT Arthur M. Harris (M-J 66).


“Giving Credit,” LTC Richard J. Morgan, Jr. (N-D 79, pp. 7-9).

“Guard Your Time,” MAJ Gary D. Maynard (J-A 82, p. 15).


“The Hasty Air Assault ‘Special Staff Officer,’” CPT Brent Dial (M-A 06, pp. 13-14).


“Heavy-Light Forces: Divisions or Brigades?” LTC Clayton R. Newell (J-F 85, pp. 12-13).

“Heavy Mortar Platoon: Stepchild or Hip-Pocket Artillery?” CPT Terry L. Duran (M-J 87, pp. 18-20).


“Help! We Need Indians,” LTC Francis L. Kiley (J-A 66).

“Here Come the Judge,” CPT Jon E. Jones (M-J 69).

“HHC/BDE…Separate Company?,” COL Blace C. Albert (J-S 14, pp. 19-21).


“HHC Executive Officer,” CPT Samuel J. Padgett, Jr. (N-D 85, pp. 15-16).

“Improving the Division LRSU,” MAJ Thomas M. Jordan (J-F 90, pp. 11-12).
“In Front of Them All,” MAJ Karl W. Eikenberry (N-D 86, pp. 12-14).
“Infantry: A Prevailing Theme,” LT Peter W. Harris (J-A 82, pp. 16-20).
“Infantry Division (Light),” INFANTRY Staff (M-A 84, pp. 14-16).
“The Infantry Division (Light),” MG James J. Lindsay (J-F 84, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, p. 2).
“Infantry Force XXI—Facing the Challenge,” MG John W. Hendrix, COMMANDANT’S NOTE (J-F 95, pp. 1-2).
“The Infantry Squad—How Much is Enough?” MG Carl F. Ernst, Commandant’s Note (J-F 97, pp. 1-2).
“Infantry’s Top Gun,” COL David H. Hackworth (J-A 90, pp. 10-12).
“IOBC Evaluation,” CPT Sammie Simmons, USA (S-O 77, pp. 26-29).
“Johannes Factotum,” MAJ Charles D. Bussey (N-D 65).
“Keep It Light,” MAJ John P. Gritz (J-A 82, pp. 6-7).
“Lethality and Flexibility: Fighting the 4+3x9 Bradley Platoon,” CPT Kevin P. Wolfla and LT David Kirkland (M-A 00, pp. 9-11).
“Let’s Reorganize the Light Infantry Division,” LTC Martin N. Stanton (M-J 96, pp. 16-19).
“Let’s Specialize Our Forces,” CPT Harold R. Van Gorden (S-O 73).
“Light Infantry Snipers: Let’s Standardize Personnel and Equipment,” LT Kevin P. Dragnett (J-F 93, pp. 5-7).
“Light Infantry Weapons Platoon,” LTC Martin N. Stanton (J-A 95, pp. 16-18).
“Light Infantry Weapons Squads,” CPT Robert Thornton (M-A 00, pp. 11-13).
“Lightening the Load on the Commander,” LTC Michael J. Bayer (M-D 87, p. 22).
“LNOing,” Allen L. Tiffany (N-D 90, pp. 11-13).
“Manage the Monster,” CPT Eugene Fox and CPT Larry T. Bennett (S-O 65).
“Mechanized Infantry Snipers,” CPT Trevor W. Shaw (J-F 93, pp. 18-23).
“Mechanized Scout,” LT Barton L. Pearl, USA (M-A 77, pp. 47-48).
“Military Justice Notes,” MAJ Michael M. Downes, USA (N-D 74, pp. 13-14).
“Military Justice Notes,” CPT Herbert D. Williams, III, USA (N-D 75, pp. 14-17).
“Mobility—The Political Imperative,” LTC Willard E. Chambers (J-F 66).
“Monthly Counseling Technique,” LT Mark D. Butler and SFC Richard A. Beal (S-O 91, p. 47).
“Mortar Company,” LTC Harry Z. Kageleiry, USA (S-O 77, pp. 9-10).
“Motorized at the NTC,” LTC Steven D. Vermillion (M-A 89, pp. 11-14).
“The Need for a Stryker Master Trainer in the SBCT,” SFC Michael Hertig and MAJ Mark S. Leslie, (N-D 06, pp. 6-9).
“A Neglected Skill,” CPT Derek Harvey (N-D 82, p. 8-9).
“New Infantry SQT Program,” Edson B. Harrington (N-D 89, pp. 32-33).
“New Oers Explained,” USAIS Personnel Committee (J-F 73).
“Observations on the IBCT and the FBCB2,” CPT Jeffrey A. Saedi (M-A 00, pp. 27-31).
“The OER,” MAJ David Shoemaker, USA (J-F 77, pp. 12-14).
“Of Tribes and Regiments,” MAJ Alexander M. S. McColl, USAR (S-O 74, pp. 20-21).
“Officer Promotion System,” LTC John O. Childs (J-F 69).
“Old Guard,” CPT Timothy A. Scully (N-D 79, pp. 6-7).
“On Being a Staff Officer,” MAJ Frederick Zilian, Jr. (S-O 83, pp. 16-19).
“OPMS: Foreign Area Officer,” MAJ Joseph M. Lukitsch, USA (M-J 74, pp. 28-31).
“OPMS: Information Officer,” LTC Paul B. Parham, USA (J-F 74, pp. 42-44).
“OPMS: Logistics Officer,” MAJ Richard D. Koon, USA (M-A 74, pp. 48-52).
“OPMS: Research and Development,” MAJ Vernelle T. Smith, USA (N-D 74, pp. 32-35).
“OPMS Specialty: Comptroller,” LTC Raymond E. Funderburk, (S-O 73).
“Our Infantry Heritage,” MAJ Dwight B. Dickson, Jr. (M-A 85, pp. 18-21).
“Personal Actions,” LTC Daniel G. Sharp (J-F 68).
“Personnel Inventory,” MAJ Joseph A. Verrett (N-D 82, pp. 36-37).
“A Piece of Land,” MAJ Clinton E. Granger (J-F 66).
“Pinpoint,” MAJ R. William Highlander, USA (J-F 74, p. 51).
“The Platoon Sergeant,” LTC Cole C. Kingseed (J-A 93, pp. 8-10).
“The Platoon Team,” CPT John R. Sutherland, III (J-A 94, pp. 9-12).
“Property Accountability for the New Company Commander,” CPT Robert F. Milani (S-O 91, pp. 16-18).
“PSNCO,” MAJ George M. Heckman (M-J 73).
“The Purple Heart,” MAJ Bruce E. Wilson (S-O 68).


“Rear Detachment Commander,” MAJ Timothy J. Leves (M-A 92, pp. 9-11).


“Reorganization of the Mechanized Infantry Battalion,” COL John A. Hemphill, USA (S-O 75, pp. 18-27).


“Reorganizing,” BG Wayne A. Downing (M-A 86, pp. 22-26).


“Rule for Court-Martial 306: A Commander’s Road Map,” CPT Kenneth J. Tozzi (M-J 93, pp. 6-8).


“Selective Retention,” Infantry Branch (N-D 66).


“Soldier Education,” INFANTRY Staff (J-A 74, pp. 26-28).


“SOPs That Work,” CPT Peter G. Williams (N-D 84, pp. 37-38).

“Special Career Programs Under OPMS,” LTC Raymond E. Funderburk (S-O 73).


“The Staff Officer and Doctrine of Completed Work,” MG Elias C. Townsend (J-A 73).

“Standardization,” MG John W. Foss (N-D 84, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, p.6).


“Team Eagle,” CPT Mark J. Perry and LT Marc A. Sierra (N-D 89, pp. 11-13).


“Thoughts on Being a Battalion S-3,” CPT Walter E. Ulmer III (J-F 90, pp. 26-31).

“Thoughts on Medium or Motorized Forces,” LTC Thomas R. Rozman (J-F 91, pp. 22-26).

“Three Kinds of Infantry,” COL Huba Wass de Czege (J-A 85, pp. 11-13).


“The TOC in Combat,” ISG Derek McCrea (J-F 04, pp. 24-27).

“To the New Mortar Platoon Leader,” LT Douglas A. Ollivant (S-O 93, pp.9-12).


“TRADOC Liaison Officers,” MAJ Lee F. Duffy (J-F 89, pp. 9-10).


“Twenty Guides for Clear and Forceful Writing,” MAJ Paul C. Hutton, III (S-O 72).


“Understrength Platoon,” LT Michael S. Hackney (N-D 82, pp. 10-11).


“U. S. Court of Military Appeals,” CPT Abbott B. Waldon (M-A 73).

“Visiting MILPERCEN,” LTC Daniel M. Shamanski (N-D 83, pp. 6-7).


“What happened to the Infantry Commander?” CPT John A. Cooper (J-F 65).

“Why Do We Retain Nearly Arrived Junior Officers?” CPT Donald M. Mil (J-A 73).

ROT C, USAR, AND NATIONAL GUARD

“48 Hours: Fighting the Reserve Component Battle,” CPT German J. Velez (N-D 89, pp. 16-17).
“Affiliation,” CPT George W. Olney (S-O 79, pp. 24-26).
“Army National Guard OCS,” LTC Duncan M. Thompson (J-A 86, pp. 11-13).
“BOLD SHIFT: Strength in Reserve,” MG Jerry A. White, (S-O 92, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, pp.1-2).
“Chess and Poker: Intelligence Drives Operations,” CPT Brandon Anderson (J-A 08, pp. 21-23).
“Crossed Rifles,” MAJ David C. Johnson, USA (J-F 75, pp. 15-17).
“FTX Matrix,” MAJ Walter M. Ozawa (J-A 80, pp. 19-21).
“JRTC Reflections of an Enhanced Brigade Commander,” BG Frederick J. Raymond (J-D 97, pp. 35-38).
“NG Company Takes Fight to Enemy in Insurgent Stronghold,” 2LT Aaron Flint (J-A 06, pp. 5-7).
“POI for ROTC?” MSG Fred. E. Kirtchen (S-O 79, pp. 18-19).
“SHOCK,” MAJ John J. Asta (S-O 80, pp. 42-43).
“Staff Management,” MAJ Anthony T. Reed, USAR (J-F 77, pp. 16-18).
“RC Exchange Program,” CPT George B. Huff, Jr. (S-O 84, pp. 8-10).
“Reserve Component Mobilization: Rear Detachment S1 and S4 SRPS Important,” CPT Benjamin Buchholz (M-J 05, pp. 18-20).
“Reserve Component Mobilization: Lessons Learned from Mob Center Shelby,” CPT Benjamin Buchholz (S-O 05 pp. 47-49).
“ROTC Duty and the NCO,” SGM Virgil R. Greene, USA (J-A 74, p. 11).
“ROTC Rangers,” LTC Karl V. Hurdle and MAJ Clayton A. Pratt (N-D 71).
“Training With the National Guard,” LT Todd Cooper and LT David McCloskey (M-A 96, pp. 47-48).

SIMULATIONS AND ROBOTICS

“Battle Simulations,” CPT Craig A. Triscari (J-A 96, pp. 43-44).
“The Case for Robots in the SBCTs (Now),” CPT Robert L. Thornton Jr. (J-F 05, pp 33-41)
“MBL Evaluates Emerging Technologies,” MAJ James B. Collins (A-A 12, pp 4-6).
“MILES,” MAJ Donald D. Loftis (J-F 80, pp. 42-44).
“PEGASUS,” MAJ Patrick T. Murphy (J-A 80, pp. 34-35).
“Remote Control APC,” (CN), CPT Albert R. Amos, Jr. (J-A 70).
“Robotic Infantrymen,” John Flados (S-O 83, pp. 7-8).
“Simulations: A Brief History,” Earl S. Stein and John L. Kobrick (J-F 85, pp. 28-31).
“SWAT,” Billy A. Arthur (N-D 80, pp. 43-44).
“Virtual Simulations and Infantry Training,” MAJ Wilfred Rodriguez Jr. (Fall 03, pp. 21-25).

TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES

“9 + 1 = 10,” COL Herbert E. Wolff, (M-A 65).
“An Answer From Denmark,” SFC B. A. Madsen (M-J 65).
“Ambush: We Can Do Better,” COL John W. McEnery (N-D 70).
“Another Look at Phase Lines,” CPT David G. Tatman (S-O 89, pp. 15-16).
“Antiarmor Fire Distribution,” LT David E. Johnson (M-J 87, pp. 41-43).
“Antitank Doctrine,” MAJ Robert A. Doughty, USA, and MAJ L. D. Holder, USA (M-A 76, pp. 16-20).
“Antitank Tactics,” CPT Bruce T. Caine (J-A 73).
“Area Reconnaissance Techniques,” CPT Kevin J. Dougherty (M-J 93, pp. 10-12).
“Armor and Mechanized Infantry Operations in Restrictive Terrain at JRTC,” MAJ Richard R. Rouleau, (Fall 03, pp. 43-44).
“The Art and Science of Constructive Simulations in the Classroom,” LTC (Retired) George Hodge (S-O 12, pp. 31-34).
“Assault by Air,” MAJ Garold L. Tippin (N-D 68).
“Assault of Enemy Positions,” MAJ Joseph F. Paone (S-O 70).
“Assault Fire,” MAJ Lawrence K. Tudhope, LTC Mark E. Jones, COL Henry E. Kelly (Ret), 1LT Nicholas J. Harding (J-A 69).
“Attack of a Fortified Position,” MAJ George D. Livingston, Jr. (S-O 69).
“Auftragstaktik: Thoughts of a German Officer,” LTC Knut Czeslik (J-F 91, pp. 10-11).
“Baptism by Fire – One LTC’s Conversion to Digital Battle Command.” LTC John Charlton. (Fall 03, pp. 30-32).
“The Basics Keep You Alive,” 1SG Jason Silsby (Summer 02, pp. 45-46).
“Battalion MDMP in a Time-Constrained Environment,” LTC Jeffrey Buchanan, MAJ Jim Larsen, MAJ Todd Wood. (Fall 03, pp. 44-46).
“The Battle for the Bridge,” CPT Larry K. Burke (S-O 66).
“Battle Captains and Battle Tracking,” CPT Ren Angeles (S-O 05, pp. 36-41).
“The Battle for Hue,” CPT Jon E. Tellier (J-A 95, pp. 21-26).
“Battlefield Forensics: Dynamic Adaptation of the Company-Level Task Force” CPT Victor R. Morris (N-D 10, pp. 6-8).
“Bayonet or Knife,” MSG Charles A. Schneider (M-A 72).
“Best Ship in the Business,” LTC Angelo Fernandez, USMC (M-J 76, pp. 36-41). (Amphibious operations.)
“The Bradley Master Gunner Course and ARFORGEN,” SFC Matthew Hinkley, ISG Timothy Terpak and LTC Robert Cerjan (N-D 06, pp. 26-31).
“Bradley in the City,” CPT John L. Miles, III and CPT Mark E. Shankle (M-J 96, pp. 6-8).
“Breaking Contact,” BG John R. Scales (Winter 03, pp. 44-46).


“Bullets, Not Bodies,” MG Ellis W. Williamson (M-A 69).


“Candle Heater,” CPT David L. Sonnier, SWAP SHOP (S-O 90, p. 43).

“Captain Bao’s Cordon,” (CN), SGM Fred H. Bost (M-J 70).

“A Case Against Battle Drill Six,” Mike Forman (N-D 06, pp.42-44).

“Caught in the Killing Zone,” CPT Seth R. Orell (J-A 70).


“CDID Ensures Soldiers Retain Dominance on Future Battlefields,” Don Sando (J-A 08, p. 3).

“Checkpoint: A Key Graphic Control Measure,” CPT Fred W. Johnson (M-J 97, pp. 18-19).

“Checkpoint/Roadblock Operations,” MAJ Martin N. Stanton (N-D 93, pp. 9-10).


“City Fighting with Mortars,” CPT G. R. Christmas, USMC (M-J 72).


“COIN Cliff Notes: Techniques for the Conventional Rifle Platoon in Layman’s Terms,” CPT Craig Coppock (J-A 08, pp. 11-14).


“Combat in Arctic Regions,” LTC Robert L. Maginnis (S-O 91, pp. 28-33).

“Combat in Built-up Areas,” MAJ Hans A. Kratz, West German Army (M-J 75, pp. 31-34).

“Combat Decisions Game,” COL Daniel Gans, USAR, Retired (S-O 73).


“Combat Notes,” CPT Gerald W. Johnson (J-F 72).

“Combat Notes,” (N-D 89, PAST TIMES, pp. 27-30).

“Combat Patrols,” LTC Frank L. Brown (J-F 68).


“Combat Wedge,” (CN), CPT Ralph A. Hallenbeck (J-F 69).


“Command and Control,” LTC Joel E. Williamson (M-J 86, pp. 25-29). (See correction in letter, N-D 86, pp. 6-7.)

“Commander’s Intent: Providing the Focus for Operations,” MAJ Kevin C.M. Benson (M-A 94, pp. 15-17). (See correction in letter, S-O 94, p. 4.)


“Compass Case Using Ammunition Pouch,” Mike Sparks, SWAP SHOP (N-D 88, p. 43).

“Computerized Automation and the Combat Leader,” MAJ Joseph F. Paone (M-J 72).


“Convoy Planning,” MAJ Jeffrey J. Gudmens (J-F 94, pp. 8-9).


“Coordinating Conventional and Special Operations Forces,” CPT Daniel W. Smith and MSG Howard W. Blecha (N-D 95, pp. 41-43).


“Cordon and Search Operations,” MAJ Christopher Hughes and MAJ Thomas G. Ziek, Jr. (J-A 95, pp. 8-11).

“Counter-Ambush,” (CN), LTC Christian F. Dubia (S-O 69).


“Countering Terrorism in the Trenches,” LT Forrest L. Davis (N-D 87, pp. 31-35).


“Countersniper Missions in Operations Other Than War,” LTC Michael R. Harris (Ret) and Arthur A. Durante, Jr. (N-D 95, pp. 26-31).

“Crater Analysis,” LT Dave Clemetz, USMC (J-F 73).


“CSC—Air Assault,” CPT John H. Daane, USA (N-D 76, pp. 46-47).

“The Dangers of Anti-Intellectualism in Contemporary Western Armies” CPT Gabriel Serbu, Canadian Army (N-D 10, pp. 44-47).


“Defeating Armor,” CPT Frederick Stepanick (S-O 73).


“Defence and Low Visibility” (M-J 88, PAST TIMES, pp. 35-38).


“Defense Requires Mobility,” LTC Robert C. Carmichael (M-A 72).


“Delta Team is in Contact,” MAJ Richard D. James (N-D 70).


“Desert Navigation,” MAJ Richard G. Reynolds (J-A 90, pp. 18-23). (See correction in letter, N-D 90, p. 3.)

“Destroying Armor,” INFANTRY Staff (S-O 76, pp. 35-42).
“Direct Fire Control,” CPT Rick Burtnett and CPT Dennis M. Wince (J-F 93, pp. 34-37).
“Distant Target,” INFANTRY Staff with data input by LTC Paul J. Virciglio, USA (N-D 74, pp. 28-31).
“Division Air Defense,” LTC William O. Staudenmaier, USA (S-O 74, pp. 10-12).
“Dynamic Mortar Training,” SFC Bennie Ketron (S-O 72).
“Echo on the Battlefield,” CPT George E. Knapp (S-O 85, pp.30-33).
“Establishing a Zone of Separation,” CPT Fred W. Johnson (M-J 96, pp. 31-38).
“Every Soldier Counts: Part 2 – The Role of the Company Command Team in Manning a Brigade in Today’s Force Reductions,” MAJ Christopher L. Moore (J-S 14, pp. 5-6).
“Examining the SBCT Concept and Insurgency in Mosul, Iraq,” CPT Ren Angeles (M-J 05, pp 35-39).
“Execution Matrix,” MAJ Robert J. Henry (S-O 85, pp. 34-36).
“Field Expedient Acetate,” LT Craig D. McKibbin, SWAP SHOP (J-A 89, p. 36).
“Field Expedient Map Making,” LTC Martin N. Stanton (S-O 95, pp. 10-11).
“Field Artillery in the Antiarmor Role/Excellent Results,” (J-F 72).
“Fighting Position or Deathtrap?” Arthur A. Durante. (Spring 02, pp. 13-14).
“Find, Fix and Finish,” CPT George E. Dials (S-O 70).
“Finding the Enemy: Bigger Than Recon,” LTC James J. Mingus (J-F 06, pp. 7-10).
“Finish the Enemy! The Rifle Squad and Platoon Focus,” SSG Steven D. Miller (M-A 96, pp. 44-45).
“Fire and Maneuver in the Delta,” LTC William L. Hauser (S-O 70).
“Fire Planning and Control,” COL Richard F. Timmons (J-A 88, pp. 18-21).
“Fire Support,” (CN), CPT William H. Gavan (M-A 69).
“Fixing the Enemy in Guerrilla Warfare,” MAJ Kevin J. Dougherty (M-J 97, pp. 33-35).
“A Flanking Detachment in the Mountains” Lester W. Grau (M-A 10, pp. 35-38).
“Flashbulb Claymore,” LT Steven A. Shelby, SWAP SHOP (J-F 88, p. 41).
“FM 3-24.2: The Most Important Item In a Coin Leader’s Kit Bag” COL Mark W. Suich and Dr. Douglas N. Campbell (J-A 10, pp. 5-7).
“Follow ‘Em Down,” CPT Dennis D. Collins (S-O 71).
“Footbridge on the Song Con,” COL R. E. Mack (J-F 73).
“FSCOORD Challenges For Fire Supporters in the BCT,” MAJ Christopher W. Wendland (N-D 06, pp. 38-41).
“Game Theory, Predictability and Route Selection,” CPT Brandon Colas (July 09, pp. 14-15).
“Gang-Tackling the VC,” (CN), 1LT John F. Lamm (S-O 69).
“Geospatial-Intelligence in Tactical Operations and Planning” Matthew Wilder (J-A 11, pp.11-14).
“Get Out of Town,” LT David J. Daze (M-A 89, PAST TIMES, pp. 34-35).
“Go Find the Enemy: Use of Available Time during Movement to Contact.” MAJ Scott Heintzelman (Spring 02, pp. 46-47).
“Graphic Control Measures in Multinational Operations,” CPT Sheldon Broedel and SFC Christopher Lyon (A-D 16, pp. 54-57).
“Green Tab to Green Tab Fire Support: The BCT Commander’s Best Fires Asset,” MG Peter M. Vangjel, (Chief of Field Artillery) (M-J 08, pp. 18-20). (This article first appeared in the M-A 08 issue of Fires)
“Help Your Delta Company Help You,” CPT Daniel Miller. (J-F 04 pp. 7-9)
“The Heavy Infantry Team: Expressing Actions at the Decisive Point,” MAJ Kevin W. Wright (M-A 96, pp. 21-26).
“Heavy-Light Connection: Brigade,” LTC Jack B. Wood (J-A 84, pp. 19-22). (See correction, N-D 84, p. 7.)
“Heavy-Light Operations,” MAJ Michael A. Hamilton (S-O 89, pp. 22-26).
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“Mind Your Manners,” MAJ J. P. Westbrook, USA (M-A 77, pp. 48-50). (Training at a naval base.)
“Missed Opportunities: Cultural Awareness is Critical During Crises,” LTC David Oclander (S-O 12, 24-25).
“Mistakes: The Key to Learning,” MAJ Noyes B. Livingston III (N-D 91, pp. 43-45).
“Mobile Training Teams,” MAJ Robert Kilmer, Jr. (J-A 84, pp. 8-9).
“Mortars and Mirrors, A Limited Facility Training Aid,” MSG Charles L. Bryant, Retired (J-F 72).
“Motorized at the NTC,” LTC Steven D. Vermillion (M-A 89, pp. 11-14).
“MOUT and the Inter-Active Video Disc,” Staff Anthony DePass, Australian Army (M-J 85, pp. 39-40).
“MOUT Training and the IPB,” LTC Gary L. Brohawn and Frederick J. DuPont (M-A 00, pp. 32-33).
“Moving Targets,” LTC Paul L. Davis, USA (M-J 76, pp. 11-12). (Rifle marksmanship training.)
“Moving Under Fire,” CPT Michael C. Cloy and COL John W. May, Jr. (N-D 92, pp. 35-38).
“The MQS System,” CGSC Staff (N-D 90, pp. 10-11).
“MWDs: A Cost Effective, Low Tech Answer to a Persistent and Deadly Threat” LTC Richard Vargus, SSG Francis Hoeflinger, and Reggie Smith (S-O 11, pp. 46-48).
“A Nail is Missing,” LTC Edwin T. Nance, Jr. (M-J 68).
“National Training Center OPFOR Insight,” CPT Jeffrey D. Church (J-F 97, pp. 41-45).
“NCO Education System,” CPT Thomas P. Curtin (M-J 72).
“NCO-Focused AARs: How to Make the Unit Better,” CSM Walter E. Rakow (J-A 05, pp. 11-14).
“NCOES,” SFC Richard L. Fields (J-F 73).
“NCOES: Changes Make Courses More Relevant to GWOT,” Augustus J. Francis, Sr. (S-O 08, p. 13).
“NCOSI,” MSG Harry Ikner, USA (J-F 77, pp. 39-40).
“The Need for a Stryker Master Trainer in the SBCT,” SFC Michael Hertig and MAJ Mark S. Leslie, (N-D
“NET,” LTC Robert L. Friedrich (S-O 84, pp. 32-36).
“New and Improved LOMAH Shot Location System,” SFC (Retired) Matthew Golden and MAJ (Retired) Dennis Terry (J-S 13, pp 44-45).
“New Manual,” CPT(P) Phillip E. Bodine, USA and CPT Boyce T. White, Jr. (N-D 76, pp. 45-46). (Air assault doctrine.)
“New Zealand’s Staff and Tactics Course,” CPT Michael W. Alvis (N-D 83, pp. 36-38).
“NTC Lessons Learned: The Scout FRAGO,” LTC Steven W. Gardner and CPT Edward C. Rothstein (S-O 93, pp. 45-46).
“Occupying a patrol site,” SFC Gordon L. Rottman, SWAP SHOP (S-O 86, p. 22).
“OCS Today,” COL Robert M. Piper (M-A 70).
“Offensive Disruption: Separating the Enemy from the Population through Lethal Fire and Maneuver,” CPT Chris Hammonds (S-O 08, pp. 33-37).
“Officer Education Updated,” LTC Stan L. McClellan (N-D 66).
“Operational Planning at Platoon Level,” CPT Allen J. Pepper (M-A 99, pp. 4-6).
“OPFOR Observations from the JRTC,” CPT Geoffrey N. Blake, CPT John Calahan, and CPT Steven Young (J-F 95, pp. 30-35).
“OPFOR Replication of Complex Threats at JMRC,” MAJ Ryan Liebhader and Mario Hoffmann (O-D 15, pp. 47-51).
“The Ordeal,” COL Robert B. Rigg (M-J 66).
“Organizing, Manning and Equipping the IBCT Reconnaissance Squadron for Full Spectrum Operations”
LTC Brian K. Flood, MAJ James A. Hayes, and MAJ Forrest V. Cook.
“Organization and Training for Mechanized Rifle Squads in Restrictive Terrain,” CPT Gregory L. Joachim
(J-A 00, pp.43-45).
“Own the Night! Or Shoot, Move, and Communicate Effectively In It?” 1LT Mark S. Leslie (May-August 00,
pp. 47-48).
“Part of Your Team,” LT Steven M. Jaroe (M-J 72).
“Pathfinder Doctrine,” CPT George M. Cordray, USA (N-D 75, pp. 45-48).
“Patrol Planning in an IED Environment,” LTC Haimes A. Kilgore and Cliff Repicky (M-J 13, pp. 6-7).
“PCPT: Shaping Up the Old Test,” LTC George E. Palmer and CPT Walter E. Lee (S-O 70).
“Perspectives on Decisive Action Training for a Mechanized Infantry Company,” CPT Pete Erickson (J-A 13,
pp 23-25).
“Physical Fitness,” CPT Paul M. Vanderburgh (S-O 91, pp.23-27).
“Planning Challenging, Realistic Training at the Battalion Level,” CPT Paul Benfield (July 09, pp. 38-40).
“A Platoon Leader’s Reflection on Readiness,” 1LT Jason R. Lally (O-D 17, pp. 38-41).
“The Platoon Raid: Leader’s Reconnaissance and Fire Control,” LTC Edwin F. Davis, Jr., and SFC Larry
K. Allen (J-F 94, pp. 44-46).
“Platoon Rollout Program,” LTC Herbert F. Harback and MAJ Timothy M. Daniel (N-D 90, pp. 43-45).
“Platoon Test,” INFANTRY Staff (M-A 83, pp. 17-19).
“Plusses and Minuses,” MSG John W. Irwin (S-O 77, pp. 11-12).
“PMCS Certification: A Mechanized Infantry Combat Multiplier,” CPT James D. Nielson (S-D 00, pp. 45-
47).
“Point Man Training,” CPT Scott E. Hampton (J-A 87, pp. 36-37).
“Pound Foolish?” Charles Harvey (S-O 79, pp. 37-38).
“Predicting Live-Fire Marksmanship: A Simulation-Based Tool for the RC Trainer,” Joseph D. Hagman (M-
A 04, pp. 44-45).
“Preliminary and Basic Gunnery for the HBCT” SSG Philip Mandile (N-D 06, pp. 13-16).
“Prep-for-Combat Now Brings ‘Pain Penalty’ for Mistakes,” MAJ (Retired) Charles Pavlick (A-D 09, pp. 43-
44).
“Preparation for the JRTC: The Rifle Platoon Leader,” LT James Sisemore (M-A 95, pp 33-34).
23-27).
“Preparing a Mechanized Infantry Task Force for Combat – An NCO's Perspective,” 1SG Derek McCrea
(M-A 04, pp. 18-24).
“Preparing for an NTC Rotation,” COL Michael G. Jones (J-F 93, pp. 24-28).
“Preparing the Stryker Reconnaissance Troop for Decisive Action,” CPT Matthew A. Perdue and 1LT Kyle
D. Sullivan (J-A 13, 28-30).
“Pre-Ranger Training,” Ranger Training Brigade Staff (S-O 91, pp. 34-36).
“Professionalism and the ROTC Officer,” COL Arthur J. DeLuca (Ret.) (M-A 66).
“Professionalism and the ROTC Officer,” COL Arthur J. DeLuca (Ret.) (M-J 66).
“Protecting the Obstacle” MAJ Fred Johnson (J-A 98, pp. 43-44).
“PT and the 8-Step Training Model: Implementing Training Management Every Day,” CPT Darrell E. Fawley III (S-O 12, pp 36-38).
“QRT Aims to Improve Sniper Performance When Engaging Moving Targets,” CPT Nicholas C. Milano, (J-M 17, pp. 43-44).
“Ranger,” CPT Ronald L. Paramore (M-J 71).
“No Realization Course,” CPT Ernest W. Cooler (S-O 80, pp. 30-36).
“Realization Course,” MG Carmen J. Cavezza, COMMANDANT’S NOTE (S-O 91, p. 1).
“The Ranger Training,” MG John W. Foss (J-F 86, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, pp. 2-3).
“Realism in Training,” MG George L. Mabry, Jr. (N-D 73).
“REALTRAIN,” CPT, John Anderson, USA, and CPT Edward Sherwoon, USA (J-F 75, pp. 20-23).
“REALTRAIN,” LT Walter J. Sutterlin (S-O 79, pp. 35-37).
“A Rebuttal: A Battalion XO is...,” MAJ James E. Bigelow II (J-A 73).
“A Rebuttal to NCOES Criticism,” SFC Walter Stock (M-J 73).
“Reconnaissance at the NTC: Adapting Scout Procedures to the Terrain,” CPT Christian J. Henrich (S-O 95, pp. 40-43).
“Recruit,” PFC Lawrence R. Tuite (J-F 71).
“Repetitive, Realistic Training Key,” SGM Patrick M. Ogden (S-O 12, pp 39-41).
“Reserve Component Duty Assignment,” MAJ John G. Wilcox (S-O 72).
“Rifle Marksmanship,” LTC Barney K. Neal, Jr., CPT Elmo P. Tyner II (S-O 69).
“Roadmarching and Performance,” LTC John S. O’Connor, Michael S. Bahrke, CPT Joseph Knapik, and James A. Vogel (M-J 90, pp. 31-33).
“Rollovers Take Toll: Training Drivers as They’ll Fight) LTC Joseph Miller (M-J 05, pp 46-47).
“ROTC Cadets Get College Credit for Airborne Training,” CPT Phillip E. Richey (M-J 72).
“ROTC to Infantry,” MAJ Ralph E. Newman and MAJ Clayton A. Pratt (S-O 71).
“Roadmarching and Performance,” LTC John S. O’Connor, Michael S. Bahrke, CPT Joseph Knapik, and James A. Vogel (M-J 90, pp. 31-33).
“Rollovers Take Toll: Training Drivers as They’ll Fight) LTC Joseph Miller (M-J 05, pp 46-47).
“ROTC Cadets Get College Credit for Airborne Training,” CPT Phillip E. Richey (M-J 72).
“ROTC to Infantry,” MAJ Ralph E. Newman and MAJ Clayton A. Pratt (S-O 71).
“Route Clearance Operations,” CPT John K. Leighow (S-O 95, pp. 16-22).
“RSLC: Course Teaches ‘Science’ of Gathering, Reporting Intelligence” Ranger Training Brigade (N-D 11, pp. 43-44)
“RSLC: Course Trains Scouts for Infantry, RSTA Formations” MAJ Dan Castoro and 1SG Joe Frye (J-M 11, pp.45-46
“RSLC Cuts Admin Time, Maintains Competitive Edge,” Kristin Molinaro (July 09, page 46).
“RSOI at the National Training Center,” MAJ Daniel J. McRoberts (S-O 95, pp. 33-35).
“RX: Competition,” MAJ Terry E. Rowe (N-D 70).
“Sand Table String Drill,” CPT Theodore D. Martin, SWAP SHOP (S-O 92, p. 46).
“Scopes: My Introduction,” CPT Douglas E. MacFarlane, USA (S-O 74, pp. 29-31).
“Scopes Training,” MAJ G. H. Wilkins, USA (M-J 75, pp. 50-52).
“Scouts: Their Selection, Training and Operations.” MAJ Michael T. Williams. (Spring 02, pp. 43-45).
“Search and Attack,” CPT Kevin J. Dougherty (S-O 91, pp. 18-22).
“Secrets to Tactical Success at the NTC,” CPT Franklin F. Childress and CPT Michael Prevou (J-F 92, pp. 20-27).
“Security Area Concepts at Battalion and Brigade,” LTC Jack E. Mundstock (S-D 00, pp. 31-34).
“Shoot, Move, Communicate” COL Richard Strube, Jr. (J-A 98, pp. 15-17).
“Situational Training Exercise,” CPT David S. Sutter, SWAP SHOP (S-O 90, p. 48).
“Skeet—And Such,” Rex Ellis (M-A 75, p. 45).
“Smallbore Riflery,” MAJ Edwin L. Kennedy, Jr. (N-D 87, pp. 42-44).
“Small Arms Integration – Bringing it all Together,” COL Mike Smith (Winter 03, pp. 33-34).
“Sniper School Gets Urban Training Venue” Dennis Terry (J-M 11, p.47)
“So, Now You’re an Advisor,” CPT David M. Dacus (M-J 71).
“Squad Leaders Play Key Role: NCOs Cohesive Units Through Constant, Consistent Training” CSM Steven W. McClain (N-D 11, pp. 6-7).
“Squad Leading,” SFC Patrick J. Coyle (S-O 89, pp. 43-44).
“Squad Training,” MAJ David J. Ozolek (N-D 82, pp. 16-18).
“Squad Training: A Squad Leader’s Thoughts,” SSG Don F. Metters (M-A 89, pp. 40-41).
“Staff Training: Observations from the NTC,” MAJ Kurt Miller (J-F 95, pp. 41-42).
“Standardized BCT METL: Consolidating Gains in the Overhaul of IET” LTC Jerry Cashion and LTC Jim Larsen (N-D 04, pp 45-47).
“Start With the Basics,” (CN), CPT Thomas Hayden (S-O 70).
“A Stopgap Readup on Company Communications,” CPT Terry W. Arnold, USA (J-F 75, pp. 36-40).
“Stryker Reset: How Can TRADOC Assist?” MAJ Anthony Benitez (J-F 06, pp. 4-6).
“Summer Training at USMA: Academy Updates Cadet Field Training,” CPT Ryan Morgan, (S-O 06, pp. 47-48).
“Super Instructors Aid Students at USAIS,” CPT Terence J. Kennedy (N-D 71).
“Survival Training,” MAJ Paul E. Cate, USA (J-F 76, pp. 48-50).
“Tactical Leadership Course,” MG John W. Foss (J-A 84, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, p. 2).
“A Task Force Commander’s Personal Preparation for the NTC,” LTC Kevin L. Huddy (J-F 94, pp. 27-31).
“Taso,” COL Billy E. Rutherford (N-D 73).
“Team Leader Certification Course for the Light Infantry Company,” LT Ronald Mattocks (S-D 00, pp. 40-42).
“Team Spirit: Light Infantry in Mid-Intensity Conflict,” MAJ James H. Silcox (S-O 89, pp. 36-38).
“Tec,” Gunther J. Schnabl and CPT Louis J. Perry, USA (S-O 75, pp. 15-17).
“TEWT,” CPT William F. Aronow, USA (S-O 74, pp. 43-45).
“TEWT,” MAJ Joseph Keyes (S-O 72).
“TF No Fear at JTRC: Maximizing Opportunities While Supporting A Combat Training Center Rotation,” MAJ Al LeMaire, (O-D 17, pp. 38-41).
“Thoughts on Being a Battalion S-3,” CPT Walter E. Ulmer III (J-F 90,pp. 26-31).
“Thoughts on Recovery,” CPT Steven D. Cage (S-O 87, pp. 43-44).
“TOW Trainer Course,” LT Michael T. Zaryczyn (M-A 90, pp. 41-42).
“Train as We Fight,” COL Daniel P. Bolger and LTG William F. Kernen (J-A 98, pp. 35-37).
“Train to be Miserable,” MAJ Timothy P. Maroney (J-F 83, pp. 9-10).
“Training Afghan Soldiers: A Technique for Building Rapport with Your Counterparts,” Dr. (SGM RET) Terry Tucker (M-J 08, pp. 29-31).
“Training the Company,” CPT Gerald D. Marlowe, USA (M-A 77, pp. 36-39).
“Training Doctrine,” INFANTRY Staff (M-A 77, pp. 16-19).
“Training for Battle Staff Competency,” LTC Roland J. Tiso, Jr. (N-D 95, pp. 43-44).
“Training for the Next Conflict,” CPT Dan Krueger (O-D 13, pp 49-51).
“Training the Infantry Brigade,” COL Fletcher B. Ware, USA (M-A 77, pp. 20-25).
“Training Lethality Through Cavalry Squadron Gunnery,” LTC Chris Budihas and 1LT Scott Browne (S-O 12, pp 42-44).
“Training Noncommissioned Officers to Train,” MG Michael E. Spigelmire (M-J 89, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, pp. 1-2).
“Training the Iraqi Army: An LNO Shares His Experiences with the 205th Tigers,” CPT Brian M. Ducote (J-F 06, pp. 41-47).
“Training—The Key to Success in Combat,” Company Operations Department, USAIS (M-A 66).
“Training the Light Division,” Phillip L. DiGeorge (N-D 89, pp. 43-44).
“Training the Light Infantry Force,” MG John W. Foss (S-O 84, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, p. 2).
“Training to Learn,” CPT Richard L. Strube, Jr., USA (J-F 75, pp. 50-52).
“Training with the ITE Capability, MAJ Scott Patton (O-D 15, pp. 44-46).
“Training With the National Guard,” LT Todd Cooper and LT David McCloskey(M-A 96, pp. 47-48).
“The Transformation of Initial Entry Training,” COL Michael A. Coss and COL Daniel A. Kessler (S-O 08, pp. 9-12).
“Two Out of Thirty,” MAJ Howard C. Race, USA (N-D 76, pp. 27-29). (Reserve Component training.)
“Unit Battle Drills,” CPT John F. Antal (J-A 83, pp. 31-32).
“The USAMU SDM Course – A Student’s Perspective,” MAJ Tyson Andrew Johnson (J-A 08, pp. 43-47).
“Validating Readiness: A Battalion Commander’s Observations from a No-Notice Exercise,” LTC Mark Ivezaj, (J-M 17, pp. 43-44).
“Vien Hoa, Pa.,” Mr. Robert M. Holmes (J-A 69).
“Vietnam Armed Forces Infantry School,” COL Donald H. Lanier (S-O 71).
“Vietnamese Recruits Become Tacticians,” BG Stan L. McClellan (S-O 72).
“Walk and Shoot Training,” COL David H. Petraeus and MAJ Robert A. Brennan (J-F 97, pp. 36-40).
“USAMU: Unit Offers Training, Assistance” Doraine Bennett, USA (M-A 05, pp 49-51).
“US, Romania Participate in Joint Exercise – ROMEX 05,” MAJ Rafael Cathelineaud, (N-D 05, pp 44-45).
“Welcome (Back) the the Jungle,” COL Brian S. Eifler (J-M 14, p 43-45).
“We Need a Peacekeeping MTP,” CPT Blaise Cornell-d’Echert, Jr. (J-A 94, pp. 34-35).
“What Comes First?” CPT Kenneth A. Siegel (S-O 82, pp. 36-37).
“What’s a VART?” CPT John C. Shannon, USA (M-A 76, p. 48). (Aircraft recognition training.)
“Where’s the Commander?” CPT Barry E. Willey (J-A 83, pp. 7-8).
“Which Way: The Volunteer Army,” LT Gregory Fontenot (M-A 73).
“WHINSEC Tactical Training” LTC Robert G. Fausti (J-F 05, pp 50-51).
“Why Johnny Can’t Read...A Map!” LTC William D. Telfair (J-A 79, pp. 6-8).
“Winning at the NTC: Command and Control,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (S-O 84, pp. 36-38).
“Winning at the NTC: Defeat at Brigade Hill,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (M-A 84, pp. 36-38).
“Winning at the NTC: The Delay,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (N-D 84, pp. 32-35).
“Winning at the NTC: Deliberate Attack,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (J-A 84, p. 36-38).
“Winning at the NTC: The Fight in the Gullies,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (N-D 83, pp. 31-33).
“Winning at the NTC: Fire Coordination,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (M-J 84, pp. 34-36).
“Winning at the NTC: Reconnaissance,” MAJ Vernon W. Humphrey (J-F 84, pp. 35-37).
“Working the Point,” SSG Gerald J. Vlastos (J-F 91, pp. 42-43).
“WWII Unit Honored for Bayonet Attack,” COL (RET) Doug Dillard (M-J 08, pp. 6-7).
“You Need Our Table,” CPT Harry J. Johnson (S-O 73).

VEHICLES

“Assured Access through Tactical Mobility: Observations and Lessons Learned from a Proof of Principle,”
CPT Virgil J. Barnard and 1LT Michael M. Bouchard, (J-M 17, pp. 34-38).
“ATVs in the Light Infantry Fight,” LTC Mark A. Leslie, CPT Dave Kimsey, and CPT Tyson Walsh (J-S 15, pp. 17-17).
“The ATFV,” LT Noyes B. Livingston III (M-A 80, pp. 10-12).
“Army’s Dune Buggy, XR 311,” CDC Infantry Agency (M-A 72).
“The Bradley Challenge,” LT Harry C. Andress (J-F 91, pp. 18-21).
“Bradleys in the City,” CPT John L. Miles, III and CPT Mark E. Shankle (M-J 96, pp. 6-8).
“The BTR: Ivan's Other Carrier,” CPT Scott R. Gourley (S-O 84, pp. 11-13).
“Israeli M113s,” CPT Edwin L. Kennedy, Jr. (J-A 84, pp. 6-7).
“ITV Gunnery Training,” CPT Terry M. Henry (M-A 89, pp. 36-37).
“Japanese APCs,” INFANTRY Staff (J-F 74, p. 56).
“MICV Update,” Emanuel Karbeling (M-A 74, pp. 7-9).
“Modernizing to the M2A3 Bradley,” CPT Michael Dane Acord. (Summer 02, pp. 36-38).
“The Mortar Carrier Vehicle (Stryker) CPT Kevin Cline and CSM Miles Retherford (RET) (M-A 05, pp. 8-12).
“NBCRV: Latest Stryker Varient To Be Fielded,” MAJ Ty Stark (J-A 06, pp. 8-10).
“The Need for a New Cargo HMMWV” CPT Timothy F. Wright (J-F 06, pp. 26-31).
“Sidecar,” LTC Burton S. Boudinot, USA (J-F 74, pp. 10-11).
“The Stryker Mobile Gun System,” MAJ Jonathan B. Slater (M-A 06, pp. 6-8).
“TOW HMMWV Position,” CPT Martin N. Stanton (N-D 88, pp. 41-43).
“U.S. Army Ranger School: How to Prepare, Avoid Pitfalls” 4th Ranger Training Battalion (J-M 12, pp. 41-43).
“Vehicle Identification,” Norman D. Smith and George M. Gividen (N-D 80, pp. 41-42).
“Wanna Buy Some Firepower?” CPT Larry A. Altersitz (M-J 80, pp. 13-14).

WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION

“.50 Caliber Sniper,” (CN), CPT Albert R. Amos (J-A 70).
“5.56mm with a German Accent,” CPT Thomas M. Johnson (M-J 66).
“The 9mm Story,” Fielding L. Greaves (J-F 87, pp. 29-33).
“The Case of the Vibrating Guns,” CPT Thomas M. Johnson (S-O 65).
“Competent TOW/ITAS Teams Create Unmatched Lethality” 1LT Nicholas P. Orzechowski (J-M 12, p. 19).
“Directed Energy Weapons,” MAJ Clark P. Campbell (N-D 83, pp. 8-10).
“Double Jeopardy,” CPT Thomas M. Johnson (S-O 66).
“Dragon,” LTC Raymond E. Funderburk (S-O 73).
“Dragon Effectiveness,” LTC Fred Meurer and MAJ Stanley H. Holgate (M-A 80, pp. 36-38).
“Dragon Testing,” LTC Billy A. Arthur, USA (M-A 74, pp. 16-17).
“An Endangered Species,” CPT Gregory Fontenot, USA (N-D 77, pp. 9-11). (4.2-inch mortar.)
“Evolution for Survival,” MAJ Arthur E. Parker III, USA (M-A 76, pp. 29-30). (TOW weapon system.)
“Excalibur Employment in Afghanistan: Army and Marine Corps Differences” MG(R) Toney Stricklin (N-D 11, pp. 8-10).
“FDC Alternatives,” SSG Theodore C. Hicks (J-A 79, pp. 36-38).
“FN(FAL),” CPT Daniel W. Henk, USA (J-F 77, pp. 48-49).
“Future Infantry Weapons,” COL John S. Wood (S-O 69).
“Hungry Volcano Mines into the Fight.” COL Thomas K. Littlefield Jr. (Spring 02, pp. 16-17).
“Getting Heavy Mortars Into the Fight.” CPT Matthew C. Paul (J-F 04 pp14-16).
“GI Leather,” CPT R. Rex Brookshire II (S-O 68).
“Green Tab to Green Tab Fire Support: The BCT Commander’s Best Fires Asset,” MG Peter M. Vangjel (Chief of Field Artillery) (M-J 08, pp. 18-20). (This article first appeared in the March-April 2008 issue of Fires).
“Handguns of the GWOT,” (S-O 06, p.49-50).
“A Heavy Mortar for a Light Division,” CPT Arthur A. Durante (J-F 84, pp. 11-12).
“Mortar Accuracy,” CPT Paul A. Rowlings, USA (J-F 75, p. 52).
“Mortar Employment,” MAJ Christopher A. Collins (M-A 92, pp. 15-19).
“Mortar Employment in Korea,” LT Chadwick W. Storlie (M-J 92, pp. 40-43).
“Mortar Platoon Matrix,” LT Craig S. Linderman (S-O 90, pp. 41-43).
“Mortar Positions,” COL Harold R. Johnson, USA (M-J 74, p. 46).
“Mortar Proficiency,” LT Douglas M. Brown (M-A 80, 41-43).
“Mortar Training in the 3rd Armored Division,” LTC Gerald P. Stadler, USA (J-F 74, pp. 11-12).
“Mortaring: Can We Now Move Forward?” WO2 Keith F. Hoyle, British Army (N-D 85, pp. 16-18).
“Mortars and the Combined Arms Team,” MG Michael F. Spigelmire (M-J 90, COMMANDANT’S NOTE, pp. 1-2).
“Mortars: Tactical Employment,” COL Robert D. Sander (S-O 90, pp. 36-39).
“Moving Mortars,” CPT Charles S. Beaver, Jr., USA (M-A 75, p. 11).
“Mr. Straightline: The AR-18,” CPT Thomas M. Johnson (J-F 66).
“The New 81mm Mortar Training Device,” CPT Paul A. Rowlings, USA (J-F 74, pp. 52-53).
“New Bayonet?” MAJ David E. Weir (S-O 70).
“Nuclear Weapon,” MAJ Joe B. Foster, USA (M-J 74, pp. 46-47).
“Please Use Me!  The Cry of a Mortar Platoon Leader,” LT Rene G. Burgess (J-F 88, pp. 11-14).
“PM Soldier Weapons Pursues Dual Path Strategy to Improve Service Rifle” PEO Soldier (N-D 10, p. 4).
“A Primer on Exterior Ballistics for Infantrymen,” CPT Wesley Moerbe (A-D 09, pp. 16-20).
“Recon By Sound,” MAJ Thomas G. Johnson (S-O 69).

“Rifleman Radios,” MAJ Edward G. Davis (M-J 65).


“Rocket Roundup,” (CN), LTC Peter J. Foss (M-A 71).


“The RPG-7 On the Battlefields of Today and Tomorrow.” Lester W. Grau (M-A 98, pp. 6-8).

“RSIt-1, Russia’s Latest Thermobaric Grenade,” Adam Geibel (S-D 00, pp. 18-19).

“Russian 40mm Grenades and Launchers.” Adam Geibel. (Spring 02, pp. 19-20).


“Search for a Night Sight,” LTC Santiago A. Garcia (M-A 71).


“Small Arms Ammunition: Know What You’re Shooting,” (This article first appeared in the June 07 issue of PS, The Preventive Maintenance Monthly.) (J-F 08, p. 50).

“Small Arms in the Middle East,” Jac Weller (M-J 71).

“Smoke and Fire,” MAJ John E. Sarantakes, USA (M-A 75, pp. 50-56).


“Sound Advice,” LTC Richard B. Staltz (S-O 73).

“The Soviet AK74,” Threat Division, DIS, USAIC (M-J 89, pp. 9-10).


“Tactical Tips for TOW Trainers,” CPT Francis F. Patalano (M-A 76, pp. 31-34).

“Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for the 60mm Mortar.” SSG Jason E. Levy (M-J 04, pp. 43-46).

“Take Aim,” Reginald Hargreaves (M-A 68).

“Take a TOW to the Movies,” INFANTRY Staff (N-D 77, pp. 46-47).

“TACFIRE,” K. Patrick Catheart (S-O 79, pp. 19-21).

“Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for the 60mm Mortar.” SSG Jason E. Levy (M-J 04, pp. 43-46).


“Things You Do With an 81mm Mortar,” (CN), CPT Jack Stevenson (J-F 71).

“Third Degree Burns,” CPT James T. Collins (N-D 68).

“Thoughts on the Medium Machinegun for the Light Infantry,” CPT Matthew M. Canfield (N-D 95, pp. 9-12).

“Time for a Change,” James Hoover (S-O 74, p. 16).


“TOW Evaluation,” CPT Michael C. Jasiak, USA (S-O 77, pp. 30-33).
“TOW HMMWV Position,” CPT Martin N. Stanton (N-D 88, pp. 41-43).
“TOW/ITAS Collective Skills Trainer,” SFC (Retire) Steve Watts (J-A 13 pp 49-51.)
“TOW Position: An Alternative,” CPT Martin N. Stanton (S-O 87, pp. 36-38). (See correction in letter, J-F 86, p. 3.)
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Recoilless rifle, need for, CPT Abram Mark Ratner, (N-D 80, p. 57).

Recoilless rifle, need for, CPT Russell L. Boraas, (N-D 80, p. 58).

Reconnaissance lessons, JRTC, MAJ William M. Shaw II (J-A 92, p. 3).

RECONDO, book on, E.J. Scales (J-F 90, p. 5).

Reorganizing, Steven Minniear (N-D 86, p. 6). (Response to “Reorganizing,” BG Wayne Downing, M-A 86, pp. 22-26.)

Reserve component training, 1SG Roy A. Quinn, (M-A 80, p. 57).

Reserve component training, CPT Tony N. Wingo (M-A 86, pp. 7-8). (Response to CPTs Cormier’s and Hughes’ letters, N-D 85, on his article, “Extended FTX for RC Units,” M-J 85, pp. 42-43.)

Reserve component training, LTC Ed Wheeler, (J-F 80, pp. 57). (Comments on “Affiliation,” S-O 79.)

Reserve component training, extended FTX, PSG Marshall K. Maddox (J-A 86, pp. 4-5). (Comments on “Extended FTX for RC Units,” M-J 85, pp. 42-43.)

Resupply by artillery fire, CPT Larry A. Altersitz, (S-O 80, p. 59). (Comments on “Instant Delivery,” M-J 80.)


Rifle company, World War II, LTC Albert N. Garland (Ret) (N-D 95, pp. 3-4). Response to request for information by Lowry Bowman, N-D 95, p. 3.

Rifle company, World War II, information requested, Lowry Bowman (N-D 95, p. 3).

Rifle, improved M16, LTC C.D. McMillin (N-D 83, p. 50).

Rifle of future, James E. Larson (M-A 83, pp. 51). (Comments on Tomorrow’s Rifle,” CPT Noyes B. Livingston III, N-D 82, p. 13.)

Rifle of future, CPT Noyes B. Livingston III (S-O 83, p. 49).

Rifle marksmanship, MAJ Paul L. Conway (S-O 89, p. 2).

Road march standard, SGT Michael P. O’Rourke (N-D 88, pp. 4-5). (Comments on CPT Martin N. Stanton’s letter, J-A 88, pp. 5-6.)

Roadmarching, LTC Anton C. Kaiser, Jr. (S-O 90, pp. 3-4).

ROTC assignment, put myth to rest, MAJ Dan Griscom (M-J 86, p. 4). (Comments on Officer Career Notes, J-F 86, p. 46.)

Safety, CPT William B. Crews (M-A 86, p. 8).

Scouts, employment of, CPT Edwin J. Kuster, Jr. (J-A 92, p. 4).

Seabees, searching for, Gail Peck (N-D 86, p. 7).


SHAEF/ETOUSA Veterans Association reunion, William C. Lahman (J-F 97, p. 4).

Sidearm, Army .45, COL J.J.P. Erasmus (M-A 83, p. 52).

Sidearms for Rangers, 9mm Beretta Pistol, urban fighting, name withheld, (J-A 98, p. 4).
Sniper training, S.L. Walsh (J-F 86, pp. 4-5). (Comments on “72 Ways to Win Bigger,” LTC Wayne A. Silkett, S-O 85, pp. 38-40).
Sniper weapon, John W. Coleman (J-A 89, p. 3).
Sniper weapon, M24 versus the M21, SGT Josh Allfree (M-J 89, p. 4).
Soldier’s load, Robert E. Rogge (M-J 87, p. 4). (Response to CPT William Mayville’s “A Soldier’s Load,” J-F 87, pp. 25-28.)
Soldier’s load, LTC Thomas A. Simcox (J-A 87, p. 4). (Response to CPT William Mayville’s “A Soldier’s Load,” J-F 87, pp. 25-28.)
Soldier’s load, guidelines, MAJ Scott R. McMichael (M-J 86, pp. 5-6). (Comments on “Standardize Combat Load,” CPT Stephen P. Perkins, J-F 86, pp. 16-18.)
Soldiers, sailors, and airmen’s club, New York, Philip A. Serpico (M-A 89, p. 4).
Sounds and weather during specific battles, book on, Michael J. Mooney (M-A 89, p. 4).
Soviet doctrine and training, 1LT William A. Comito, (J-A 80, p. 58).
Soviet infantry, SSG Walter D. Miller (N-D 89, p. 3).
Soviet methods, information solicited, 1LT Noyes B. Livingston, (M-A 80, p. 58).
Soviet river crossings, Roy L. Wilson, (M-A 80, p. 58).
Specialized infantry, capabilities and limitations, CPT Marty J. Eaton (M-A 87, p. 4). (Commenting on COL Woss de Czege’s “More on Infantry,” S-O 87, pp. 13-15.)
Spirit of America Pageant, CPL Jeffrey Myers (M-J 89, p. 4).
Split formation, COL Bruce B.G. Clarke (S-O 90, p. 3).
Squad is key to battlefield success, Bernard R. Sparrow (J-D 97, p. 3). Response to Commandant’s Note (J-F 97, pp. 1-2).
SQT, save written component, PSG Marshall K. Maddox (J-F 91, p. 4).
Squad training, SSG David R. Littlejohn (J-A 82, p. 50).
Staff rides, COL Louis D.F. Frasche (J-A 87, p. 4). (Response to CPT Derek A. Miller’s “Historical TEWT,” M-A 87, pp. 22-26.)
Staff rides, LTC Kenneth R. Pierce (J-A 87, pp. 4-5). (Response to CPT Derek A. Miller’s “Historical TEWT,” M-A 87, pp. 22-26.)
Staff rides, BG William A. Stofft (J-A 87, p. 4). (Response to CPT Derek A. Miller’s “Historical TEWT,” M-A 87, pp. 22-26.)
Standardizing units, LTC James W. Crawford, Jr. (J-F 89, p. 2).
“Straight leg” Infantry needs another look, Abe Sternberg (J-D 97, pp. 4-5).
Stress management seminar, COL Robert C. Mitchell (M-A 86, p. 8).
Stuart tank, Steven Z. Loomis (J-F 88, p. 3).
Stuart tank, correct spelling of “Stuart,” Erhard F. Konerding (J-F 88, p. 3).
Student liaison officer assignment, CPT Bruce W. Cotterman, (J-F 80, p. 57).
Symbols, CPT R.D. Hooker, Jr. (N-D 86, pp. 4-5).
Symbols, SSG Larry W. Stegall (N-D 86, p. 4).
Symbols (light infantry tab for 7th ID), LT Van R. Dodd (J-A 86, pp. 5-6).
Symposium notice, Dr. Philip C. Dickinson (S-O 83, p. 52).
Synchronization, COL Bruce B. G. Clarke, J-F 92, p. 3).
Tactics, lessons from World War II, MAJ James W. Westbrooke (S-O 83, p. 50).
Tanks with infantry, Edward S. Loomis (J-F 91, pp. 3-4).
Team vehicles, SFC Robert C. Merriman, Jr. (M-J 87, p. 6).
Thermal imagers on M1 tank, LTC John Bolton-Clark (M-A 86, p. 7). (Response to INFANTRY News item on Abrams tank, N-D 86, p. 9.)
Thermal TRPs, COL J.H. Burns, Jr. (J-F 92, p. 3). 
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Third ARVN Division, information needed, LT Howard C.H. Feng (J-F 87, p. 6).

Thirteen-man rifle squad, Jason T. Woodworth (M-A 98, p. 3).


Tobacco use, Albert N. Garland (M-J 97, p. 4). (Response to “Tobacco Use and Its Effects on Readiness,” by CSM Sam Spears N-D 96, p. 10.)


TOW batteries, 1LT Thomas J. Schoenbeck, (M-J 80, p. 57).

TOW batteries, CPT Bradford G. Loo, (M-J 80, p. 57).

TOW firing in desert, CPT Walter E. Wright (M-J 82, p. 59).

TOW position, LT Paul E. Fordian (J-A 88, pp. 4-5). (Response to CPT J.Karl Clark’s SWAP SHOP item on dismounted TOW positions, M-A 88, p. 39.)

TOW training, German, LTC H. Dismer, (S-O 80, p. 57).

TOW training, James E. Larsen (S-O 82, p. 51).

Training, MG David W. Gray (S-O 82, p. 48).

Training assessment, COL Leroy Doppel (N-D 84, p. 48). (Comments on “The Way We Train: An Assessment,” MAJ Andrew J. Bacevich, M-J 84, p. 25.)

Training assessment, BG Royal Reynolds (N-D 84, p. 48). (Comments on “The Way We Train: An Assessment,” MAJ Andrew J. Bacevich, M-J 84, p. 25.)

Training excellence, MAJ James M. Hindman (N-D 87, p. 4). (Comments on MG Kenneth C. Leuer’s COMMANDANT’S NOTE, J-F 87, pp. 1-2 and MG Edwin H. Burba, Jr.’s COMMANDANT’S NOTE, M-J 87, pp. 2-3.)

Training notification to the field, SFC John F. Miniter (S-O 82, p. 49).


Training, squad, CPT Louis J. Sperl III (M-A 83, p. 52). (Comments on “Squad Training,” MAJ David J. Ozolek, N-D 82, p. 16.)

Training, tactics instruction in IOAC, CPTs Michael A. Phipps and Floyd R. Hayse (S-O 84, p. 50).

U-COFT effectiveness, MAJ John F. Dagostino (J-A 91, p. 3).

UNCSF-JSA awards, CPT James W. Hicks (M-A 88, p. 4).

Unit history bibliography, James T. Controvich (J-A 91, p. 6).


U.S. Forces, Japan forming association, COL Robert E. Rayfield (M-A 92, p. 4).


Values, Gary Curtis (S-O 83, p. 51).

Values, CPT R.D. Hooker, Jr. (S-O 86, p. 5).

Vehicle markings, CPT Larry A. Altersitz (M-J 82, p. 52).

Veterans bonuses, Kentucky, Larry L. Arnett (J-A 89, pp. 4-5).

Veterans of the Normandy invasion, Stephen E. Ambrose (N-D 92, p. 3).

Veterans, Laos and Cambodia, info for book, Michael Reed (M-J 86, p. 7).

Videotapes for health service support, COL James P. Laiible (J-F 88, p. 4).


Vietnam exhibit at Infantry Museum, Dick D. Grube (J-A 84, p. 48).


Weapon rack, LT Walter J. Hines (S-O 82, p. 50).

Weapon template, SGM Bruce D. Reid (S-O 89, p. 2).

Weapons, light division TOW company, Stanley C. Crist (S-O 96, p. 3). Comments on LTC Stanton’s article, “Let’s Reorganize the Light Infantry Division” (M-J 96); comments on CPT Ferry’s article, “Mogadishu, October, 1993: Personal Account of a Rifle Company XO” (S-O 94); comments on “Hwachon Dam—Korea, 1951: The 4th Ranger Company and the 7th Cavalry in Action” (M-J 96);
and comments on “75mm Rifle Platoon in Korea” by CPT Garn, Infantry School Quarterly, January 1952.

Weapons or ammunition? Abram Mark Ratner (J-F 82, p.49).
Weapons squad is needed, 1SG Byron Barron (Ju-D 97, pp. 3-4). Response to Commandant’s Note (J-F 97, pp. 1-2).

Weighing the generals in the Korean War, LTC Robert P. Kingsbury. (Summer 02, pp. 4).
Where the U.S. leads …, Stanley Crist (Spring 02, pp. 5).
Wildflecken photos solicited, Barbara H. Oslizly (J-F 83, p. 52).
Winter training tasks, LTC Richard A. Dixon (J-F 83, p. 50).
Women and the military, Dr. Linda G. DePauw (J-A 86, p.6).
World War II, Americans with Canadian forces, Fred Gaffen (M-A 91, p.4).
World War II encyclopedia, MAJ David T. Zabecki (J-A 89, p.5).
Worst defeat not Custer’s, MSG David B. Leber (M-A 98, p. 3). (See “From the Editor,” J-D 97, “General Custer’s defeat…”).

Writing efficiency reports, SFC Ernest D. Holifield (M-J 89, p.3).
Zeroing with NVDS, Art Osborne (J-F 97, p.3). Response to “Zeroing Techniques with Night Vision Devices” (S-O 96, pp.6-9).
Zeroing with NVDS, Jean L. Dyer (J-F 97, p.4). Author’s response to letter (J-F 97, p. 3) from Art Osborne regarding “Zeroing Techniques with Night Vision Devices” (S-O 96, pp.6-9).

NEWS

“101st Brigade Issued New Shotgun” SGT Joe Padula (J-M 12, p. 6).
“ADP/ADRP 3-90, Offense and Defense,” Douglas A. Darling (N-D 12, p. 3).
“Apply Now for Broadening Opportunities,” David Vergun (J-S 14, p. 3).
“Army Deploys Gunshot Detector” Kris Osborn (A-M 11, p. 3).
“Army Developing New Precision Mortar” Audra Calloway (J-M 17, p. 4).
“Army Introduces New Mountaineering Kits,” Doug Graham (J-M 14, p 3).
“Army Draws ‘Map’ for the Multidomain Megacity,” Dr. Robert E. David, Dr. Kevin R. Slocum, Dr. Tad T. Brunve, Dr. Aaron L. Gardner (J-M 18, pp. 3-4).
“Army to Begin Fielding Modular Handguns in November,” Joe Laedan (J-S 17, p. 4).
“ARMYU Experience to Maximize Educational Experience,” C. Todd Lopez (J-S 15, pp. 2).
“Carl Gustaf’ Extends Soldier’s Lethal Reach” Erick Kowal (J-M 12, p. 2-3).
“CG Highlights MCoE Priorities,” Cheryl Rodewig (J-A 13, p. 3).
“Changes make BOP Participation Easier” C. Todd Lopez (J-M 12, p. 4).
“CROWS Option Boosts Situational Awareness” PEO Soldier (J-M 14, p. 2).
“EIB: New Master Skills Test Focuses on Weapons Proficiency,” (M-J 13, pp. 4-5).
“Enhanced Grenade Lethality: On Target Even When Enemy is Concealed,” (J-S 14, p. 4).
“ENVG III Allows Soldiers to Accurately Shoot from Hip,” David Vergun (J-S 15, pp. 3).
“Fielding of New Tactical Network Begins,” Katie Cain (S-O 12, p 3-4).
“First Stryker Vehicle Prototype with 30MM Cannon Delivered to Army, Daavid Vergun (A-D 16, p. 3).
“Heads-Up Display to Improve Situational Awareness,” David Vergun (A-J 17, p. 5).
“IBOLC Updates, Retools POI,” Nick Duke (M-J 13, pp. 2-3)
“Infantry School Proposes Changes to EIB,” Nicole Wiehe (J-S 15, pp. 3).
“Insect-inspired Technology to Extend Situational Awareness,” Jenna Brady (A-J 14, pp. 3-4).
“‘Live Synthetic’ – Army’s Next Generation of Simulation,” David Vergun (J-M 14, pp. 5-6).
“MBP to Allow Soldiers to Carry Heavy, Unwieldy Loads,” Bob Reinert (J-A 13, p. 2).
“MCCC Student Takes Part in Multinational Planning Exercise,” CPT Ben Hunter (O-D 15, p. 3).
“MCoE Boots Squad as a ‘Strategic Formation’” Vince Little (J-A 11, pp. 3-4).
“MCoE Publishes TC 3-22.9,” Doctrine and Collective Training Division, (A-J 16, p. 3)
“MCoE Revising COIN Doctrine” Nick Duke (J-S 13, pp. 2-3).
“Mortar Crews to Receive New 60mm Systems” Audra Calloway (J-A 11, p. 4).
“Mortar Redesign Helps Infantrymen Become More Lethal, Safe,” John B. Snyder (J-M 14, p. 4).
“Natnick Investigates Self-Healing Protective Clothing,” Jane Benson (O-D 15, p. 4).
“New First Aid Kit Fielded,” C. Todd Lopez (O-D 13, p. 3).
“New Sight Wirelessly Pairs with NVGs,” C. Todd Lopez, (J-S 17, 5).
“Omega-3 Study Aims to Give Soldiers a Cognitive Advantage,” Desiree Dillehay (A-J 16, p. 2)
“Quartersmore School Releases PAVS,” CPT Matthew Johnson, (O-D 17, p. 6).
“Reluctant Hero Becomes First Living MoH Recipient Since Vietnam” Elizabeth M. Collins (N-D 10, pp. 25-28).
“Reserve Component MCCC Expands: Course Reactivates Distance Learning, Extends Resident Phases,” CPT Wilford L. Garvin (A-J 15, pp. 2).
“Resilience App Released” Vince Little (J-A 11, p. 5).
“SEP Evaluates Products to Meet Soldier Needs” SGM (Retired) Thomas B. House II (J-S 17, pp. 2-3).
“Soldiers of Future Will Generate their Own Power,” Jeff Sisto (O14-M15, p. 2).
“Squad Overmatch: Training Methodology Intergares Classroom, Virtual, and Live Training,” Mike Casey, (O-D 17, pp. 2-5).
“Studies Validate Master Resilience Training” David Vergun (J-M 12, p. 3).
“USAIS Courses Examined for Accreditation,” (O-D 13, p. 3).
“USAMU Hosts Small Arms Championship” Michael Molinaro (A-M 11, p. 4).

BOOK REVIEWS

Against the Tommies: History of the 26 Reserve Division 1914-1918 (By David Bilton, reviewed by MAJ Timothy Heck, USMC (J-M 18, p. 61).
Battalion Commanders at war: US Army Tactical Leadership in the Mediterranean Theater, 1942-1943 (By Steven Thomas Barry), reviewed by Maj Timothy Heck, USMC (A-J 17, p. 77).
Battlefield Sniper: Over 100 Civil War Kills (By Lt.Col. Tom C. McKenney), reviewed by LTC Keith Everett (M-J 13, p 51).
To Bataan and Back: The World War II Diary of Major Thomas Dooley (Edited and transcribed by Jerry Cooper with John A. Adams Jr. and Henry C. Dethloff), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Bailargeon (O-D 17, p. 50).
Black OPS Vietnam, the Operational History of MAVSOG (By Robert N. Gillespie), reviewed by Chris Timmers (O-D 15, p. 73).
Cassandra In Oz: Counterinsurgency and Future War (By Conrad Crane, reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Bailargeon (M-J 18, p. 60).
Counterinsurgency: What the United States Learned in Vietnam, Chose to Forget and Needs to Know Today (By David Donovan) reviewed by LTC (Retired Rick Baillergeon (O-D 15, p. 72).

Churchill’s First War: Young Winston at War with the Afghans (By Con Coughlin), reviewed by MAJ Kirby R. Dennis (J-S 14, pp. 51-52).

Command of Honor: General Lucian Truscott’s Path to Victory in World War II (By H. Paul Jeffers), reviewed by Meg Reeder (J-M 14, p 52).

Devil Dogs Chronicle: Voices of the 4th Marine Brigade in World War I (Edited by George B. Clark) reviewed by Maj Timothy Heck, USMCR (J-M 17, p. 68).

Douglas MacArthur: American Warrior (By Arthur Herman) Reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (J-A 17, pp. 52-53).

Fangs of the Lone Wold, Chechen Tactics in the Russian-Chechen Wars, 1994-2009 (By Dodge Billingsley with Lester Grau), reviewed by 1LT Wesly McCullough (O-D 13, p 52).

Fighting the Cold War: A Soldier’s Memoir (By GEN (Retired) John R. Galvin) Reviewed by Maj Timothy Heck, USMC Reserve (J-A 17, p. 53).

The French and Indian War: A Complete Chronology (By Bud Hannings), reviewed by Sarah Harden (M-J 13, pp. 52-53).

Grab Their Belts to Fight Them: The Vietcong’s Big-Unit War Against the U.S., 1965-1966 (By Warren Wilkins), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (J-M 14, p 52).

Guardian of Savannah: Fort McAllister, Georgia, in the Civil War and Beyond (By Roger S. Durham), reviewed by LTC Keith Everett (O 14-M 15, pp. 53).

Heroes in Death: The Von Blucher Brothers in the Fallschirmjäger, Crete, May 1941 (By Adrian Nisbett), reviewed by USMC Lt. Col. (Retired) Michael R. Janay (A-J 15, pp. 80).

In the Gray Area: A Marine Advisor Team at War (By Seth W.B. Folsom) reviewed by LTC Keith Everette (A-J 14, pp. 51).

The Hump: The 1st Battalion, 503rd Airborne Infantry in the First Major Battle of the Vietnam War (By Al Conetto), reviewed by MG (Retired) Richard D. Chegar (J-M 16, p. 58).

Introduction to Global Military History (By James Lacey and Williamson Murray) reviewed by LTC (RET) Rick Baillergeon (J-S 15, pp. 77).

Legend: The Incredible Story of Green Beret Sergeant Roy Benavidez’s Heroic Mission to Rescue a Special Forces Team Caught Behind Enemy Lines (By Eric Blehm), reviewed by LTC (RET) Rick Baillergeon (A-J 17, p. 75).

The Lions of Carentan - Fallschirmjäger Regiment 6, 1943-1945 (By Volkert Griesser - Translated by Mara Taylor), reviewed by Chris Timmers (J-S 13, p 51).

The Marines Take Anbar: The Four-Year Fight Against al Qaeda (By Richard H. Schultz Jr.), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (O 14-M 15, pp. 52-53).

Marshall and His Generals, U.S. Army Commanders in WWII (By Stephen R. Taaffe), reviewed by Chris Timmers (O-D 13, p 52).

Moment of Battle: The Twenty Clashes that Changed the World (By James Lacey and Williamson Murray) reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (A-J 15, pp. 81).

One Million Steps: A Marine Platoon at War (By Bing West), reviewed by CPT Jake Miraldi (A-J 15, pp.79).

The Only War We had: A Platoon Leader’s Journal of Vietnam (By Michael Lee Lanning), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (J-S 14, pp. 52).

The OSS in Burma: Jungle War Against the Japanese (By Troy J. Sacquety), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (J-S 15, pp. 77).

The Quiet Professional: Major Richard J. Meadows of the U.S. Army Special Forces (By Alan Hoe), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (A-J 14, pp.51-52).

Return of a King: The Battle for Afghanistan, 1839-42 (By William Dalrymple), reviewed by LTC Dan Kirk and LTC Mark Ivezaj (J-S 13, p.50).

Scales on War: The Future of America’s Military at Risk by MG (Retired) Bob Scales, reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (M-J 17, pp.51-52).

The Spearheaders: A Personal History of Darby’s Rangers (By James Alteri) reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (M-J 17, pp.1-2).
Stalin’s General: The Life of George Zhukov (By Geoffrey Roberts), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (O-D 13, p.53).

The Stalingrad Cauldron: Inside the Encirclement and Destruction of the 6th Army (By Frank Ellis), reviewed by MAJ Timothy Heck, USMC (O-D 17, p. 49).

Storming the City: U.S. Military Performance in Urban Warfare from World War II to Vietnam (By Alec Wahlman), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (A-D 16, p. 67).

The Strong Gray Line: War-Time Experiences from the West Point Class of 2004 (By Corey Wallace), reviewed by LTC (RET) Rick Baillergeon (A-J 17, p. 76).

Swarm Troopers: How Small Drones Will Conquer the World (By David Hambling), reviewed by Dr. Robert J. Bunker (A-J 16, p. 78).


Tiger Hunters: Special Operations in Korea (Behind the Lines of the Chinese and North Korean Forces 1950-1953) (By COL Douglas C. Dillard), reviewed by Maj Timothy Heck, USMC (A-J 17, p. 75).

Unraveling: High Hopes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq (By Emma Sky), reviewed by CPT Stan Wilkins (O-D 15, p. 72).

The U.S.-Mexican War: A Complete Chronology (By Bud Hannings), reviewed by MG (Retired) Richard D. Chegar (J-M 16, p. 60).

Vietnam Rough Riders: A Convoy Commander’s Memoir (By Frank McAdams), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Rick Baillergeon (A-J 16, p. 77).

Warlords: Strong-Arm Brokers in Weak States (By Kimberly Marten), reviewed by LTC (Retired) Kevin McMullen (Jul-Sep 13, p 52).

The Terror Years: From Al-Qaeda to the Islamic State (by Lawrence Wright), reviewed by CPT Sam Wilkins (A-D 16, p. 66).

War on the Run: The Epic Story of Robert Rogers and the Conquest of America’s First Frontier (By John F. Ross), reviewed by BG (Retired) Curtis H. O’Sullivan (A-J 14).


The West Point History of the Civil War (Edited by Clifford J. Rogers, Ty Seidule, and Samuel J. Watson), reviewed by CPT Nathan A. Jennings (O 14-M 15, pp. 52).
